PeBe AB
SEAT COVERS
Tailor made solutions

The original seat cover in a vehicle experiences often a tough treatment from e g dirty clothes and tools
and may have a high frequency of usage. The effect may be that the cover tears apart and that the
upholstery is being destroyed, which leads to a costly replacement of the complete seat.
The solution is tailor made seat covers from PeBe preferably mounted already when the vehicle is
brand new. In addition to the protective effect the interior look is improved and you can make your own
combination of fabrics and colours. All solutions permit the side air bags to function properly.

Perfect fit

In order to stand tough conditions for many years the covers must have a perfect fit. Careful measuring
and testing of every seat cover guarantee precise fitting. Each seat cover is supplied with a specific and
time-saving mounting instruction.

Without protecting seat cover - damaged original seat

Quality

- Non-stretchy fabrics
- Martindale value against wear up to 196.000
- Flame retardant in accordance with VCS 5031.19
- Certified Oeko-tex standard
- Artificial leather certified Reach

Design and combinations of different fabrics
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Interior with seat covers, design Stark NG

PeBe AB

Customized Seat Covers

Requirements from customers for one and same vehicle model vary due to
different fields of application of the vehicle and affected by:
• Need of temporary or permanent and extent of protection of the seat
• Complexity and frequency of installing and removing the seat cover
• Air bag configuration in the seat
• Cost-benefit analysis
PeBe has a unique experience and competence of working closely together with
its customers during more than 25 years in order to find the optimal solutions.

Tailor made textile floor mats

PeBe designs, produces and markets a wide range of textile floor mats
for cars and commercial vehicles.
For construction machines each mat is unique for each cabin type, e g
with regard to the position and number of pedals.

Customized seat cover with easier installation and that not affect side airbags.
Unique fitting for this car model.

Other PeBe Activities

PeBe distributes the Calix roof boxes, the Lazer Lamps products,
MiM transport cages for dogs and a great variety of other car
accessories on the Swedish market.

Textile floor mat in an excavator

Textile luggage mat in a station wagon
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